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a b s t r a c t

Pulmonary functions such as rapid adsorption, respreading, and hysteresis behavior of pulmonary surfac-
tants are very important for respiratory movement. The interfacial behavior of pulmonary preparations
containing an amphiphilic peptide (Hel 13-5) has recently investigated. An orientation of hydrophobic
chains in a dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) with or without palmitic acid (PA) is associated with a
collapse of alveoli during respiration process. Therefore, the present study focused on the acyl chain ori-
entation in model pulmonary surfactants (DPPC/Hel 13-5 and DPPC/PA/Hel 13-5). A successive change in
the orientation during cyclic compression and expansion of films at the air–water interface can be probed
directly by an infrared reflection–absorption spectrometry (IRRAS) technique. The hysteresis behavior,
one of very important pulmonary functions, was previously observed in surface pressure (�)–molecular
area (A) isotherms for the both model pulmonary surfactant systems (Langmuir 22(2006)1182-1192 and
Langmuir 22(2006)5792-5803). In addition, it was reported that Hel 13-5 was squeezed-out of the sur-
face on compression like native pulmonary surfactant proteins. The data obtained for the binary and
ternary systems were compared with those of the equivalent pure DPPC and DPPC/PA mixtures, respec-
tively. For an asymmetric methylene stretching vibration (�a-CH2) RA intensity, the absolute RA values
increased with shifting to small surface area, monotonously. For the corresponding wavenumber, on the
other hand, the values gradually decreased into ∼2920 cm−1. However, they were kept constant in the
squeeze-out region in spite of a further decrease of surface area. These results suggested that the orien-

tation of hydrophobic chains in DPPC and DPPC/PA mixtures became in the most packed state soon after
emergence of the squeeze-out process of Hel 13-5 and then the packed orientation was retained up to the
collapse state. This indicated that the squeezed-out Hel 13-5 stabilized monolayers left at the interface.
For the DPPC/PA/Hel 13-5 system, in particular, dissociated PA molecules were excluded together with Hel
13-5 and the surface monolayers were refined to DPPC and undissociated PA components during the com-
pression process. And the similar behavior in the second and third cycles supported the good respreading

conta

t

ability of the monolayers

. Introduction
A pulmonary surfactant is a complex mixture of multiple lipids
∼90 wt.%) and four surfactant proteins (SP-A, -B, -C, and -D,
10 wt.%) [1–3]. It aids significant functions in the alveoli such as
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he defense from exotic viruses and bacteria, and the prevention of
lveolar collapse during respiration. The main lipid component of
he surfactant is dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) and it can
etain high surface pressure (or low surface tension) in monolayer
nd multilayer states at the air–water interface on film compres-
ion. However, the spreading rate of ordered DPPC to the interface

nder film expansion process is too slow and it is a main defect
f DPPC molecules for pulmonary functions [4]. Two relatively
mall hydrophobic surfactant proteins, SP-B and SP-C, promote
he spreading and adsorption of DPPC from close-packed states
nd vesicular aggregates. The molecular basis remains obscure,
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lthough there are many experimental evidences for these actions
5,6]. This is thought to be due to large molecular structures of SP-B
nd SP-C compared with lipids in pulmonary surfactants. There-
ore, SP-B and SP-C analogous peptides such as KL4, rSP-C, and Hel
3-5 have been utilized to clarify the pulmonary functions [7–9].
almitic acid (PA) is present in a relatively lower amount in pul-
onary extracts compared with DPPC, but it is a very important

dditive for the proper functioning of both natural and synthetic
ulmonary surfactants. The aliphatic chains of DPPC monolayers
re declined to the normal even in the most packed state due to
heir large head groups [10–13]. However, it has been mentioned
hat a small amount of PA to DPPC monolayers improves their acyl
hain orientation [13–15]. Furthermore, the addition of ∼10 wt.%
A to pulmonary surfactants extracted from animals has induced
significant improvement in their properties both in vitro and in

ivo [16,17].
To investigate the in situ behavior at the air–alveolar interface

uring respiration process is extremely difficult. Thus, monolay-
rs at the air–water interface have been intensely adopted as
xperimental paradigms for elucidating the interfacial properties
nd mechanisms of pulmonary surfactants [7–9]. The morpho-
ogical phase behavior of monolayers at the air–water interface
nder compression and expansion could be observed by optical
echniques such as Brewster angle microscopy (BAM) [18–20], flu-
rescence microscopy (FM) [21–23], and atomic force microscopy
AFM) [24–26]. In addition, the conformational and orientational
nformation about film components could be understood using a
pectroscopic method such as an infrared reflection–absorption
pectrometry (IRRAS) [27–29]. Recently, very interesting studies on
iosensor for Ca2+ and organophosphorus compounds have been
eported from the view point of Langmuir monolayer utilizing
RRAS and polarization-modulated IRRAS [30,31]. The variation in
he orientation and structure of the specific host protein mono-
ayers was probed and analyzed before and after binding the
orresponding guest molecules in detail.

So far, the authors have targeted an arc light on newly designing
ulmonary surfactant preparations and elucidating the interfacial
iophysical behavior and mechanism of SP-B during respiration
sing the model peptide (Hel 13-5), which is a 18-mer amphiphilic
eptide and exerts effective pulmonary functions in lipid mix-
ures [9,24,32,33]. The interfacial behavior of spread monolayers
or many kinds of synthetic pulmonary surfactants has been
ystematically investigated employing Langmuir [surface pres-
ure (�)–area (A) and surface potential (�V)–A] isotherms, FM
mages, and AFM images. For example, Hel 13-5 peptides facil-
tate and improve surface adsorption of DPPC molecules from
esicular aqueous solutions [24]. However, the behavior has not
een considered from the view point of spectroscopic aspects,
et.

In the current study, the authors have applied the in situ IRRAS
echnique to investigate a variation in acyl chain conformation
nd orientation of DPPC and DPPC/PA monolayers against the Hel
3-5 addition during repeated compression and expansion. The
ysteresis �–A isotherms in the pulmonary surfactant systems
ave been reported before [24,32,34–36]. Therefore, the binary
ystem (DPPC/Hel 13-5) and the ternary system (DPPC/PA/Hel
3-5) were used here to acquire further understanding of the
elationship between spectroscopic and thermodynamic data.
oreover, the data obtained for the binary and ternary sys-

ems were compared with those of the equivalent pure DPPC

nd DPPC/PA mixtures to carry out a quantitative comparison,
espectively. The present work will provide a further understand-
ng of the facilitation of respreading by the Hel 13-5 addition
nd of the mechanism for surface refining by the squeeze-out
ehavior.
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. Materials and methods

.1. Materials

Hel 13-5 (MW: 2203 Da) was synthesized by Fmoc strategy
ased on the solid phase technique starting from Fmoc-Leu-PEG-
S resin (0.1 m mol scale) with Perseptive 9050 automatic peptide
ynthesizer and purified by HPLC with reversed-phase column
20 mm × 250 mm, YMC C8) as described previously [37]. Dipalmi-
oylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC, purity >99%) and palmitic acid (PA,
urity >99%) were obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc (Alabaster,
L, USA) and Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA), respectively. It was used
ithout further purification or characterization. n-Hexane (>99%)
as came from Tedia Company Inc. (Fairfield, OH, USA) and ethanol

∼99.5%) was purchased from Seoul Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.
Korea). The n-hexane/ethanol (=9:1, 9:1, and 4.5:5.5, v/v) mixtures
ere used as the spreading solvents for DPPC, PA, and Hel 13-5,

espectively. The water used in all experiments was purified by
eans of a Milli-Q plus water purification system (Millipore) with
resistivity of 18.2 M� cm and surface tension of 72.7 mN m−1 at
93.2 K. A buffer solution of NaH2PO4/Na2HPO4 with a pH value of
.0 was used to prepare the aqueous subphase.

.2. Methods

An infrared reflection–absorption spectrometry analysis was
onducted using a PerkinElmer FTIR spectrometer (model Spec-
rum GX) with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled mercury cadmium
elluride (MCT) detector [29]. A monolayer/grazing angle accessory
P/N 19650 series, Specac Inc.) with a removable Teflon Langmuir
rough was used with the FTIR spectrometer to obtain the IR spec-
rum of a monolayer at the air/liquid interface. Measurements were
erformed at room temperature (∼303.2 K). The IR spectra were
aken using unpolarized light with an angle of incidence of 40◦, as

easured perpendicular to the liquid surface. The sample cham-
er of the FTIR spectrometer was continuously purged with dry
ir from a purge gas generator. Spectra were collected at 8 cm−1

esolution with a scan number of 128. All of the spectra were
eported by subtracting the buffer spectrum from the measured
pectra. When the IRRAS analysis of a monolayer at a continu-
usly compressed-expanded air/liquid interface was conducted,
he removable Langmuir trough of the monolayer/grazing angle
ccessory was filled with 8 mL of buffer solution with a pH value of
.0. The 3.4 �L DPPC (1.0 mM), 7.1 �L DPPC/Hel 13-5 at XHel 13-5 = 0.1
0.53 mM), 4.5 �L DPPC/PA (1.0 mM), or 9.4 �L DPPC/PA/Hel 13-5
olutions at XHel 13-5 = 0.1 (0.53 mM) were spread at the interface
y using a 10 �L microsyringe (Hamilton Co.). These spreading vol-
mes were selected to quantitatively compare with the appropriate
a-CH2 IR peaks. That is, 2.0 × 1015 DPPC or 2.7 × 1015 DPPC/PA
olecules were spread to the interface in the binary or ternary sys-

ems, respectively. After a period of 20 min was allowed for solvent
vaporation, the spread monolayer was continuously compressed
nd then expanded by a barrier at a rate of 1 mm/min. The minimum
elative area for the compression stage was controlled at 52.5%.
uring the interface compression-expansion cycles, IRRAS mea-

urements of the monolayer were continuously performed with
n acquisition time of ∼57 s/spectrum. Within each IRRAS spec-
rum acquisition period, there is no indication of significant signal
nterference caused by the monolayer composition or surface con-
entration variation under the interface compression or expansion

ondition. The compression or expansion rate is much slower than
hat under physiological conditions. However, a higher rate may
esult in unavoidable signal interference due to interface perturba-
ion and monolayer composition or surface concentration variation
uring the spectrum acquisition.
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Fig. 1. Surface pressure (�)–area (A) isotherms of the binary DPPC/Hel 13-5 (A) and
the ternary DPPC/PA/Hel 13-5 systems (B) on a 0.02 M Tris buffer solution (pH 7.4)
with 0.13 M NaCl at 298.2 K; (A) pure DPPC and X = 0.1, and (B) DPPC + 10 wt.%
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where the spectra of spread DPPC monolayers prior to film com-
pression and at the compressed state were presented. Both the
spectra had specific peaks of an asymmetric methylene stretching
vibration (�a-CH2) at ∼2920 cm−1 and of a symmetric methylene

Fig. 2. IRRAS spectra of the methylene stretching band region (2800–3000 cm−1)
Hel 13-5

A mixture and XHel 13-5 = 0.1. Abscissas denote the area per DPPC molecule (A) and
er DPPC/PA molecule, respectively. The dashed lines indicate the onset area of the
queeze-out phenomenon at ∼0.60 (A) and ∼0.55 nm2 (B).

. Results and discussion

.1. Surface pressure–area isotherms

Fig. 1 shows surface pressure (�)–area (A) isotherms of pure
PPC, DPPC/Hel 13-5 (XHel 13-5 = 0.1), DPPC/PA (or DPPC + 10 wt.%
A), and DPPC/PA/Hel 13-5 (XHel 13-5 = 0.1) mixtures. The previous
ata were partially utilized and reconstructed in Figure 1 [24,32,33].
ote that area axes are recalculated to area per DPPC molecule

Fig. 1A) or per DPPC/PA molecule (Fig. 1B). This is because of
uantitative analyses on the effect of Hel 13-5 addition to the
ipid molecules by IRRAS techniques. The �–A isotherm of DPPC

onolayers indicated a liquid expanded (LE)/liquid condensed (LC)
ransition at ∼12 mN m−1 (Fig. 1A). On further compression, the
urface pressure reached ∼55 mN m−1 within the monolayer state.

hen a small amount of Hel 13-5 (XHel 13-5 = 0.1) was added to
PPC, the �–A isotherm shifted to larger areas and the transition
ressure increased to ∼14 mN m−1. It is noted that the isotherm of
Hel 13-5 = 0.1 has a plateau region at ∼42 mN m−1, where Hel 13-
starts to be squeezed-out of surface monolayers into subphase

24,33]. This phenomenon is very important for pulmonary func-
ions to prevent lung collapse under exhalation. The compression

eyond the point that area was indicated by a dashed line facili-
ated the squeeze-out motion to increase the surface concentration
f DPPC. That is, the surface is refined to DPPC monolayers and the
xcluded Hel 13-5 forms a surface-related reservoir at the adjacent

f
a
a
s
t
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onolayer to stabilize the film [24,38–40]. Then, in the case of film
xpansion, close-packed monolayers could rapidly respread to the
urface with a short delay. Thus, the �–A isotherm for pulmonary
urfactant systems indicates hysteresis behavior during repeated
ompression and expansion [24,34–36]. This elegant action is asso-
iated with the retention of physical homeostasis of lungs.

The PA addition to pulmonary surfactant preparations is
ommonly thought to improve the packing state of saturated phos-
holipid monolayers. Therefore, in the present study, the lipid
ixtures of DPPC + 10 wt.% PA with or without Hel 13-5 (XHel 13-5 = 0

r 0.1) were also employed to elucidate the orientation of the
PPC/PA aliphatic chains. As shown in Fig. 1B, the DPPC/PA mono-

ayer had the LE/LC transition pressure of ∼5 mN m−1 and the
ollapse pressure of ∼60 mN m−1. The small addition of Hel 13-

(XHel 13-5 = 0.1) shifted the �–A isotherm to larger areas and
ncreased the transition pressure to ∼9 mN m−1. Similarly to the
PPC/Hel 13-5 system, the DPPC/PA/Hel 13-5 preparation had the
learer onset of the Hel 13-5 squeeze-out action at ∼42 mN m−1.
eyond the surface pressure, the surface is refined to DPPC/PA
onolayers. Considering subphase pH in the current condition,

uring the squeeze-out motion, parts of dissociated PA molecules
re excluded together with Hel 13-5 from the surface monolay-
rs. This was supported by the evidence that the area difference
etween both �–A isotherms in Fig. 1B at higher surface pressures
>50 mN m−1) was smaller compared with the DPPC/Hel 13-5 sys-
ems (Fig. 1A). In the previous paper [32], it had been concluded
hat all of PA molecules located at the interface above ∼42 mN m−1.
udging from the present quantitative analyses with in situ IRRAS,
owever, it is a new finding that parts of dissociated PA molecules
re excluded below the interface, where the remaining PA compo-
ents exist in the surface monolayers.

.2. Hysteresis behavior of DPPC/Hel 13-5 monolayers

The reflectance–absorbance (RA) intensity is equal to -log (R/R0),
here R and R0 are the reflectivities of the monolayer-covered and
ure buffer solution surfaces, respectively. The original IRRAS data
ere plotted as RA intensity versus wavenumber as shown in Fig. 2,
or pure DPPC monolayers spread on a NaH2PO4/Na2HPO4 buffer solution (pH 7.0)
t room temperature (∼303.2 K). The representative spectra before (A = ∼0.86 nm2)
nd after compression (A = ∼0.45 nm2) are presented. The antisymmetric methylene
tretching vibration (�a-CH2) at ∼2920 cm−1 is indicated by an arrow. The bar reflects
he intensity in reflectance–absorbance unit.
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ig. 3. Consecutive �a-CH2 RA intensity–relative area (A) and �a-CH2 wavenumber–
he relative area represents the ratio of the actual interfacial area during the compres

tretching vibration (�s-CH2) at ∼2850 cm−1. The �a-CH2 peak with
arger absolute values and better sensitivities is easy to probe the
hange in surface DPPC concentrations upon compression com-
ared with the �s-CH2 peak, although both the peaks can reflect

t [29]. Thus, the �a-CH2 RA intensity and its wavenumber were
tilized to perform the IRRAS analysis for the present systems.
The repeated compression-expansion behavior of pure DPPC
onolayers at the air–water interface is shown as a plot of the

a-CH2 RA intensity against relative trough area (Fig. 3). The
epresentative data of the first and the third cycles are pre-

i
l
a
∼

ig. 4. Consecutive �a-CH2 RA intensity–relative area (A) and �a-CH2 wavenumber–rela
nitial area per DPPC molecule of 0.86 nm2. The onset area of the squeeze-out phenomenon
rea per DPPC molecule.
e area curves (B) of a DPPC monolayer with an initial area per molecule of 0.86 nm2.
expansion cycle. Upper abscissa is labeled by the calculated area per DPPC molecule.

ented and upper abscissa is labeled by the calculated area per
PPC molecule in the figure. All of the �a-CH2 RA intensity data
btained in the present study included an uncertainty of 0.0002
27,28]. The absorption bands of monolayers at the interface are
egative, and the basis for the negative absorbance in the mono-

ayer spectra has been explored [27,28]. As shown in Fig. 3A, the

nitial absolute RA value of the �a-CH2 band for a DPPC mono-
ayer at ∼0.86 nm2/molecule was 0.0011. Upon compression, the
bsolute RA value increased gradually and reached 0.0032 at
0.45 nm2/molecule (before the collapse area). This is expected

tive area curves (B) of a binary DPPC/Hel 13-5 monolayer at XHel 13-5 = 0.1 with an
is indicated by dashed lines (0.60 nm2). Upper abscissa is labeled by the calculated
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ecause a higher surface concentration of molecules always results
n a stronger RA response. During the expansion stages, the abso-
ute RA intensity coincided with that under film compression due
o the insufficient compression of the monolayer. The monolayer
ompression beyond the DPPC collapse pressure induced a loss of
ree DPPC molecules during the cycle [29]. Thus, the analogy of the
a-CH2 value between the first cycle and the third cycle indicates
o loss of the DPPC molecules. As for Figs. 3 and 4, note that a spread
mount of DPPC was kept constant in both pure DPPC and the
PPC/Hel 13-5 mixture (XHel 13-5 = 0.1) to perform the quantitative
omparison between their IR intensities.

The corresponding �a-CH2 wavenumber versus relative area for
PPC monolayers is plotted in Fig. 3B. At the beginning of the
rst compression, the maximum in wavenumber was ∼2926 cm−1.
he wavenumber decreased with shifting to small area upon com-
ression, and a value of 2920 cm−1 was found at the end of the
rst compression stage. It has been reported that the wavenum-
er corresponding to the minimum in the �a-CH2 band is sensitive
o the packing, the orientation, and the conformational change
f the molecular acyl chains in the monolayer state, and a lower
avenumber is a characteristic of the highly ordered conforma-

ion (or the all-trans conformation) of the aliphatic chains [41–44].
herefore, the decreasing behavior demonstrated that the DPPC
olecules became oriented well on compression. In the first expan-

ion, the wavenumber increased with an increase in relative area
o accord with those in the corresponding compression. The same
ehavior was also observed in the third cycle, suggesting that the
ariation in the orientation of DPPC acyl chains during repeated
ompression and expansion process occurred reversibly.

For the binary DPPC/Hel 13-5 monolayer at XHel 13-5 = 0.1, the
ysteresis curves of �a-CH2 RA intensity with relative area are plot-
ed in Fig. 4A. As seen in Fig. 1A, the figure also contained dashed
ines at ∼0.60 nm2/molecule, where Hel 13-5 states to be squeezed-

ut of surface monolayers [24,33]. Similarly to pure DPPC, the initial
bsolute RA value of the binary monolayer was 0.0011 due to the
ame surface amount as the pure DPPC system. Upon compression,
he absolute RA value increased gradually and reached 0.0030 at
0.45 nm2/molecule, where the monolayers were in the closed-

i
D
b
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∼

ig. 5. Consecutive �a-CH2 RA intensity–relative area (A) and �a-CH2 wavenumber–relativ
pper abscissa is labeled by the calculated area per DPPC/PA molecule.
B: Biointerfaces 68 (2009) 61–67 65

acked state. This value was the same as that in the DPPC system
t ∼0.45 nm2/molecule. That is, no loss of DPPC upon compression
as observed at the air/liquid interface. This result supported that

he surface was refined to DPPC monolayers and almost all Hel 13-5
ere squeezed-out into subphase. These plots in the first and the

hird cycles showed the same behavior. It indicates that Hel 13-5
akes DPPC molecules in the solid monolayer state respread to the

nterface, repeatedly.
For hysteresis curves of the corresponding �a-CH2 wavenum-

er with relative area (Fig. 4B), on the other hand, the interesting
ehavior was observed in the squeeze-out regions. Upon the first
ompression, the wavenumber decreased gradually as the same
n pure DPPC system. Beyond the onset of the squeeze out indi-
ated by dashed lines, however, the wavenumber kept the value
f ∼2920 cm−1 regardless of shifting to small areas. This demon-
trated that the orientation for hydrophobic chains of DPPC became
n the most packed state soon after emergence of the Hel 13-5
queeze-out action and the packed orientation continued up to
he collapse state of the binary monolayer at ∼0.45 nm2/molecule.
uring this surface refinement, Hel 13-5 was gradually excluded

o subphase with orientation and conformation for DPPC aliphatic
hains sustained. For the third cycle, the similar behavior was
bserved. It supports the fact that the reversible change in the ori-
ntation and the good respreading ability of the binary monolayer
xist [24,33].

.3. Hysteresis behavior of DPPC/PA/Hel 13-5 monolayers

Shown in Figure 5A are the �a-CH2 RA intensities versus rel-
tive area for the lipid mixture of DPPC + 10 wt.% PA at first and
hird cycles. To carry out the quantitative comparison between the
PPC/PA mixtures with and without Hel 13-5, a spread amount of
PPC/PA was fixed in between Figs. 5 and 6. Thus, upper abscissa
s labeled by the calculated area per DPPC/PA molecule. For the
PPC/PA monolayer, the initial absolute RA value of the �a-CH2
and at ∼0.65 nm2/molecule was 0.0017. Upon compression, the
bsolute RA value increased gradually and then reached 0.0050 at
0.35 nm2/molecule, where the monolayer was in the close-packed

e area curves (B) of DPPC + 10 wt.% PA with an initial area per molecule of 0.65 nm2.
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ig. 6. Consecutive �a-CH2 RA intensity–relative area (A) and �a-CH2 wavenumber
n initial area per DPPC/PA molecule of 0.65 nm2. The onset area of the squeeze-ou
alculated area per DPPC/PA molecule.

tate (see Fig. 1). When the films were expanded, the absolute
A intensity decreased to reach the initial value. In addition, this
ehavior was reproducible from the first to the third cycles. Thus, it

s also suggested that no quantitative loss of DPPC and PA molecules
rom the surface during compression-expansion cycles occurs in
he monolayer.

Fig. 5B presents the plots of the corresponding �a-CH2
avenumber with relative area for the DPPC/PA monolayer. Under

he first compression, the �a-CH2 wavenumber slightly decreased
rom 2922 to 2919 cm−1. The slight reduction is resulted from the
ower compressibility of the DPPC/PA monolayer compared with
he DPPC monolayer. During the first expansion, the wavenumber
ncreased with an increase in relative area to accord with those
nder the corresponding compression. The good reproducibility
etween the first and the third cycles indicates the reversible ori-
ntational variation in acyl chains for DPPC and PA during repeated
ycles.

The hysteresis curves of �a-CH2 RA intensity with relative area
or the ternary DPPC/PA/Hel 13-5 monolayer at XHel 13-5 = 0.1 are
hown in Fig. 6A. As seen in Fig. 1B, the dashed lines mean the
olecular area of ∼0.55 nm2/molecule, where the squeeze-out

ction of Hel 13-5 states to occur. The absolute RA values increased
rom 0.0015 to 0.0040 with decreasing relative area. It is quite inter-
sting that at the close-packed state of monolayers, the value of
.0040 was smaller compared with that for the DPPC/PA mixture
difference: 0.0010). Furthermore, the trend was reproducible from
he first to the third cycles. If only the peptides are squeezed-out
f surface monolayers, the absolute RA value should reach ∼0.0050
ue to the surface refinement to binary DPPC/PA mixtures. Con-
equently, it is suggested that Hel 13-5 is excluded together with
arts of dissociated PA molecules from the surface to form the
urface-associated aggregates. This action is also reversible and the

issociated PA molecules utilized into the aggregates can steadily
espread to the surface.

The corresponding �a-CH2 wavenumber versus relative area
or the DPPC/PA/Hel 13-5 mixture (XHel 13-5 = 0.1) is plotted in
ig. 6B. In analogy with the DPPC/PA mixture, the wavenumber

o
T
l
t
o

ive area curves (B) of a ternary DPPC/PA/Hel 13-5 monolayer at XHel 13-5 = 0.1 with
nomenon is indicated by dashed lines (0.55 nm2). Upper abscissa is labeled by the

f DPPC/PA/Hel 13-5 slightly decreased from 2923 to 2919 cm−1

n the first compression. However, the reduction mode is differ-
nt in the vicinity of the squeeze-out area indicated by dashed
ines. That is, in the squeeze-out region, the wavenumber showed
lmost the same value of ∼2920 cm−1 despite the film compres-
ion. This means that the aliphatic chain orientation of DPPC/PA is
ept in the close-packed state. Under the situation, the squeeze-out
otion of Hel 13-5 together with dissociated PA molecules occurs

nd the surface is gradually refined to the monolayer of DPPC and
ndissociated PA molecules. These motions across the surface are
eversible without loss of materials. The events are also observed
n the binary DPPC/Hel 13-5 system. Therefore, it is demonstrated
hat close-packed orientation of acyl chains at the surface triggers
n ejected movement of the proteins or peptides (with positive
harges) together with negatively charged molecules or LE compo-
ents.

. Conclusions

The hysteresis behavior for the binary DPPC/Hel 13-5 and the
ernary DPPC/PA/Hel 13-5 monolayers at the air–water interface
as probed directly by an IRRAS technique. These data were

ompared with those of the equivalent DPPC and DPPC/PA mix-
ures, respectively. For the �a-CH2 RA intensity of both mixtures
t XHel 13-5 = 0.1, the absolute RA values increased with shifting to
mall area, monotonously. For the corresponding wavenumber, on
he other hand, the values decreased gradually at the same as pure
PPC and DPPC/PA systems upon compression up to the onset of

he squeeze-out phenomenon. However, they were kept constant in
he squeeze-out region. These results suggested that the acyl chain
rientation of DPPC and DPPC/PA became in the close-packed state
oon after occurrence of the squeeze-out behavior and the packed

rientation was retained up to the collapse state of monolayers.
his indicates that the squeezed-out molecules stabilize the mono-
ayers left at the interface. Furthermore, the similar behavior from
he first to the third cycles supports the good respreading ability
f the preparations treated in this study. Judging from the data for
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